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The Golden Oldies: IEHLIST

L arge-scale data processing has changed
enormously over the past 30 years.

The combination of new devices, processors,
access methods, and techniques make it
possible to manage more data than ever
before with fewer people. The rise of the
Internet and e-commerce have fundamentally
altered the way data processing is per-
formed, with the required massive numbers
of servers and midrange systems driving
much of the industry growth. However,
because of their ability to provide the truly
reliable, high-powered processing necessary
for worldwide, mission-critical applications,
enterprise-scale operating systems such as
OS/390, and now z/OS, are still the back-
bone of business data processing.

As these operating systems have evolved,
sophisticated storage management tools
and systems such as DFSMS have been
developed to allow administrators to control
the use and placement of datasets and vol-
umes and obtain the information necessary
to keep the data center running efficiently.
Storage administrators constantly use tools
such as ISMF, DCOLLECT, and any number
of vendor reporting and diagnostic pro-
grams to help them determine if datasets
are properly allocated or to solve problems
of missing, corrupted or damaged data.

Having the latest and most up-to-date
tool set is always useful and most adminis-
trators try to take advantage of these systems
whenever possible. Often, though, there is a
learning curve associated with them. With
spare time in short supply for most of us,
the familiar feel of old tools, like the utilities
described in the DFSMSdfp Utilities Guide
(SC26-7414), can help provide the neces-
sary information and function. These free
utilities, which come with the operating
system, are sometimes not well known to
the newer system programmers.

TRIED AND TRUE
TOOLS OF THE TRADE

One of these venerable old programs,
which is still commonly used today, is
IEHLIST. It is used mainly to obtain a
listing from the Volume Table of Contents
(VTOC) of the Dataset Control Blocks
(DSCB), which describe the characteristics

of a dataset and the tracks that the dataset
occupies on the volume. Using the LIST-
VTOC control statement, you can display
the entire contents of all the DSCBs for a
dataset in one of several formats. The FOR-
MAT operand provides the “friendliest,”

most human-readable version, and it is easy
to see desired attributes such as logical
record length, blocksize, record format, etc.
The particular cylinders and tracks occu-
pied by each extent of the dataset are also
displayed, as well as (for sequential and
partitioned datasets) the amount of allocated
vs. unused or “idle” space in the dataset. To
obtain this used vs. free information for
PDSEs, you must add the PDSESPACE
parameter to the LISTVTOC statement —
the amount of free and used space within
each PDSE is then displayed in kilobytes.

You can also obtain volume-level infor-
mation about free space by including the
INDEXDSN= parameter. If the volume has
a VTOC index (as most do nowadays, since
it is required on SMS-managed volumes),
information about the status of the VTOC
index (such as whether it is enabled or
disabled, and the number of index levels) is
displayed, as well as a “pack space map”
which indicates for each cylinder and track
on the volume whether it is occupied by a
dataset or is empty.

You can use the DUMP operand, rather
than FORMAT, when the cylinder-and-
track address of the DSCB itself for a
dataset is desired. This is usually done in
preparation for an IMASPZAP job to alter
the contents of the DSCB so that some
operation can be performed on the dataset.
For example, prior to the new support in
OS/390 version 2.10 which allows
enqueued datasets to be deleted, one way to
accomplish this task was to first run
IEHLIST to find the location of the format-1
DSCB for a dataset, and then run
IMASPZAP to alter the dataset name in the
first 44 bytes of the DSCB. (IMASPZAP
can alter VTOC entries if the SYSLIB DD
statement points to a non-existent dataset
called FORMAT4.DSCB and the DCB para-
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meter is specified as DCB=KEYLEN=44.)
With the dataset effectively renamed,
ICKDSF could be run to place the new
name into the VTOC index, removing the
old one, and then the dataset could be deleted
normally, without interfering with the origi-
nal, enqueued dataset. Other reasons for
running IMASPZAP to update a DSCB
might include turning off a password bit or
zeroing out the entire DSCB to free up an
“orphan” (unchained) format-3 DSCB.

The LISTVTOC control statement
includes a DSNAME= operand, which
allows you to select individual datasets
(actually, up to 10 datasets per control
statement). If DSNAME= is not specified,
then all of the datasets on the volume are
listed. The lesser-used LISTPDS control
statement also displays member information
from up to 10 datasets per control statement.
If the partitioned dataset (or PDSE) repre-
sents a load library, the LISTPDS indicates
not only member names, but entry points,
alias names, and load module attributes.
Figure 1 shows some sample output from
the LISTPDS statement for a load library.

Unlike more modern reporting utilities,
IEHLIST does not access the catalog to
determine which disk volumes are to be
processed and does not dynamically allocate
them. Instead, a DD statement must be pro-
vided which allocates the volume, and you
must specify the volume serial number and
type of unit in the control statements.
Despite these limitations, IEHLIST is often

used because it is simple and provides
information such as the location of the
DSCB for a dataset, which is often an
important input into other functions.

There are other ways, of course, of obtain-
ing volume maps and VTOC information for
datasets, including vendor tools and such
CBT Tape utilities as the PDS command.
The native TSO “LISTDS” command, for
example, includes a “LABEL” parameter
that provides a hex display of the DSCB for
a dataset similar to that provided by
IEHLIST. The output from this command
can be used by a CLIST or REXX exec
which might need information such as
DSCB characteristics, creation and last
reference dates, or the extents occupied by
the dataset. A sample of such processing
can be found at Doug Nadel’s unofficial
home page for ISPF and TSO, http://some-
body.home.mindspring.com, in the “DSCB”
edit macro. This edit macro formats the out-
put from the TSO LISTDS LABEL com-
mand into an easily readable format with
each of the flag bytes defined.

Complementing the TSO “LISTDS”
command is a TSO-specific function built
into REXX, the LISTDSI function.
Invoking LISTDSI for a dataset causes a
number of REXX variables to be loaded
with information about the dataset. These
variables include space allocation informa-
tion, physical characteristics, optional SMS
information, etc. One potential advantage
of using LISTDSI in a REXX exec rather

than the TSO LISTDS command is that you
can specify the NORECALL operand, pre-
venting the dataset from being recalled if
this is not desirable.

OLDIES BUT GOODIES

Modern vendor reporting programs and
storage management utilities have enormous
capabilities for dataset and volume selection,
and for controlling the type of information
obtained and how it is displayed. Dataset
and volume name masking, Boolean selection
criteria, and dynamic allocation of neces-
sary resources give these programs great
power. When available, they can be important
tools for understanding and managing the
vast resources of today’s data centers. Much
of the time, however, the storage administrator
needs an easy-to-use and simple-to-under-
stand tool that will provide the basic day-to-
day information needed for solving problems.
For this purpose, the “oldies,” such as
IEHLIST and other aged but still useful utili-
ties, are still “goodies.”
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MEMBER ENTRY ATTR REL ADDR-HEX CONTIG LEN 1ST ORG 1ST SSI VS AUTH
NAME PT-HEX HEX BEGIN 1ST TXT STOR-DEC TXT-DEC TXT-HEX INFO ATTR REQ

ABC 000000 C2E2 001C03 001C08 00000624 00624 ABSENT 880001 NO
ABCAGG  * 000000 C2E2 001801 00180C 00117424 04816 ABSENT 880A01 YES
MON1000$ 000000

ABCJCL  * 000000 C2E2 001801 00180C 00117424 04816 ABSENT 880A01 YES

FIGURE 1: PARTIAL LISTPDS OUTPUT SHOWING LOAD MODULE ATTRIBUTES AND ALIAS NAMES


